WB-8000RW
Radio Wireless Weight Scale

World’s first radio wireless professional weight scale

Ultra-high capacity of 660 pounds

Oversized platform can accommodate even the largest patients

Heavy duty steel frame design for years of constant use

No display on platform, the ultimate in discretion and security

Digital outputs for EMR integration
WB-8000RW

Radio Wireless Weight Scale

From the innovators in scale radio wireless technology, the new WB-8000RW from Tanita combines all of our industry leading technologies into one package. From the gym, to the clinic, to the hospital, this scale has best-in-class features to meet any need: oversized platform, high weight capacity, low profile, radio wireless, portability, and best of all the durability and accuracy you’ve come to expect from Tanita. The large platform, nearly 300 square inches of surface area, coupled with a low step-up height under 2 inches make it an ideal scale for bariatric, geriatric, and acute care applications. Heavy gauge steel frame construction under the rugged ABS plastic platform is designed to provide years of accurate measurements. The built-in handle and optional battery operation provides unsurpassed mobility.

The radio wireless feature means no more cables to trip over and the freedom to position the scale anywhere within your facility. Wirelessly transmit weight and BMI data to the Tanita D-8000 remote display (sold separately) or Tanita Health Ware® Software (sold separately). This software can be used to record and analyze, or export to excel or .csv data for use in other medical record software programs, or directly to EMR compatible software. Good for a range of up to 30 feet (300 feet with the optional WiFi Network Adapter), the WB-8000RW uses radio wireless technology to provide secure communications between the scale and the remote display device, USB ANT+ stick(included) and driver will be required for use with PC. Pairing of the scale and remote device further enhances security of data transmissions.

Tanita Connectivity

The WB-8000RW communicates using ANT+™ Radio Wireless Pairing to transmit securely to a singular or multiple compatible display devices, such as:

- Weight

Specifications:

- Ultra-high weight Capacity: 660 lb (300 kg)
- Graduation: 0.2 lb (0.1 kg)
- Power: AC Adapter (included)
- Platform Dimensions: 14” x 19.8” x 2”
- Weight: 16.3lb
- Outputs: ANT+ and USB
- Oversized low-profile platform
- USB ANT+ Stick (included)

Compatible accessories:

- Tanita Health Ware® Software
- D-8000 Remote Display
- Select Garmin Fitness Devices
- ANT+ to Wi-Fi Network Adapter
  - iPhone
  - iPad
  - iPod Touch

Use with ANT+ to Wi-Fi Adapter for extended range!